Introduction
Minokamo City is located at southern part of Gifu Prefecture, junction of Kiso River and Hidagawa River. It is known as having Ota Lodge, 51th lodge of the “Kiso Kaido 69 Loges”, Ukiyoe by Hiroshige Utagawa in Edo period. As historical town, it prospered at the center of transportation and commerce in neighboring communities. Also famous is its historical cuisine, "Dojo Hachiya Persimmon", high grade died persimmon. Its history goes back to Heian era. Record shows that it was presented to the emperor of times and shogun’s successive generation, been allowed to use the name of “Dojo” which refers to families who is permitted to meet emperor in daily life. Inheriting the tradition and recipe, it is acclaimed nationally as a leading local food brand.

Minokamo City Emergency Medical Care Manual
Based on the Minokamo City Local Disaster-prevention Plan, city provided the manual in order to smoothly perform rescue activities in acute phase at disaster (in 2015). This manual positions clinics that can cooperate in case of emergency as disaster support medical institution and clarifies its medical activities, activity areas, and roles, together with appointing disaster base hospital, first aid hospital, and first aid place.

Second Health Promotion Plan
This plan is for 2015 to 2031. It lists seven basic objects among with following five priority projects.

(1) Walking for Health Project
City organizes “Walk Minokamo” six times a year. To increase participants, city
elaborate the events by offering sweets or providing points exchangeable with prizes.

(2) Healthy Food Project
City publishes recipe collection of low-salt meals that was contributed from public. For publication, city calls for local elementary and junior high school and agricultural high school so that citizens have opportunity to think about healthy food while enjoying cooking.

(3) Early Detection and Early Treatment Project
With Medical Association, city organizes classes for learning proper knowledge and treatment of diseases. Medical specialists speak about themes on familiar diseases.

(4) Safe Children Rearing Project
City organizes classes according to each child rearing stages such as maternity, prospective mothers and fathers in order to support parents. Also, city promotes Minokamo version “Neuvo”, consecutive support from pregnancy to child rearing in Finland.

(5) Visiting Public Nurse Project
City sends public nurses, dietitians, and dental health hygienist to citizens’ meetings and circle study activities to give courses for health promotion. Also, city conducts visiting home project to prevent diabetes mellitus from getting serious.

Minokamo City’s web site:
https://www.city.minokamo.gifu.jp/top.cfm